
Syllabus—History 498 
 Vietnam: Revolution in Full Circle 

Dr. Marilyn Levine           Office: Lang/Lit 100E 
Web Address: http://www.cwu.edu/history/marilyn-levine                  Phone:  963-2017 
Office Hours: M/W 9:00-9:50 am; T/Th 1:30-2:30; or by appt.           Email: marilyn.levine@cwu.edu 
  

Course Description: Why is a country that is located in a remote 
geographic area of the globe at all of interest to American students? For 
most it is a matter of growing up with the myths of an Indochina war, and 
the idea that the Vietnam war has shaped our modern social and political 
values. Although recognizing these rationales, this course examines the 
whole context of Vietnamese history and culture to be recognized in its 
own right. The historical fact is that Vietnam has survived a whole series of 
invasions and conquests throughout almost half of the last 2,500 years. 
Most courses on Vietnam have an underlying question of why did a small, 
backwards country defeat the most technologically advanced nation in the 
world? This course has an underlying question of what is the Vietnamese 
identity? This question will allow us a broader perspective on significant 
questions of twentieth century ideologies, philosophical areas of 
convergence and divergence between East and West, and the historical 
processes of revolution and anti-colonialism. 

 

 
Course Objectives: 

Ø To understand the long-term historical process in the development of the Vietnamese identity. 
Ø To comprehend the roles of colonialism, ideology, and revolution in the last two centuries. 
Ø To develop the ability to distinguish between different social systems in the world and appreciate 

differing value systems. 
Ø The ability to examine the truth in history, based on broad-based evidence and not a prior teleological 

aim. 
Ø To comprehend and empathize with non-Western cultures. 
Ø To develop a sense of historical continuity by understanding historical process. 
Ø The ability to discern, assemble, and evaluate relevant evidence bearing on a historical argument. 
Ø The ability to synthesize content and evidence in historical inquiries. 

 
 
 

 “The Bach-dang River” 
Minh-ton (1300-57) 

The sharp-pointed jade green peaks thrusting at the clouds are like swords and lances 
The white-caps are like the sea serpent swallowing and churning the tide. 

The aftermath of the spring rain resembles sparkling 
hair ornaments covering the ground like chain armour. 

The cold evening wind soughing through the pine trees makes the heavens shake. 
Now as of old our mountains and rivers have learned from experience 

That the fortunes of war for aliens and Vietnamese alike depend on natural barriers. 
The river water has stopped flooding. 

The waning moon casts shadows. 
The blood of battle that I see in error is not yet dry 

 



Course Readings: 
Required Texts: 
Nguyen Du, Tale of Kieu 
Brocheux and Hémery, Indochina: An Ambiguous Colonization, 1858-1954 
Race, War Comes to Long An: Revolutionary Conflict in a Vietnamese Province 
Hunt, A Vietnam War Reader: A Documentary History from American and Vietnamese 
Duong, Paradise of the Blind 
 
Other Assigned Readings – All posted in CANVAS on “Assigned Readings Page” 
Lecture PowerPoints will be posted at the end of the week on a Lecture Presentations Page in Canvas,  
after they have been presented. 
 
 
 Class Schedule of Activities: 

Day Lectures and Discussions Readings 

Week One:  Vietnamese Physical and Cultural Bases 

3/27 Course Introduction  

3/28 From Landscape to Linguistics: Diversity and Paradox I  

3/29 From Landscape to Linguistics: Diversity and Paradox II  

3/30 Vietnamese Historical Cycles: Resistance and Identity 
Reading Discussion: Levine 
*Posted in CANVAS on “Assigned Readings Page” 

Assigned Reading: Levine, Teaching as Transformation: 
The Need to Redesign Courses on Vietnam 

Week Two: Early Vietnamese History / Chinese Colonialism 

4/2 Early Historical Period: Birth and Rebirth  

4/3 Early Historical Period: From Kingdom to Province  

4/4 The Chinese Conquest and Rule of Vietnam 
Reading Discussion: A Tale of Kieu 

Nguyen Du, A Tale of Kieu 
pp. xix-105 

4/5 The Fight for Vietnamese Independence  

4/6 Reading Discussion: A Tale of Kieu Nguyen Du, A Tale of Kieu 
pp. 107-167 

Week Three: Independent Vietnam / French Colonialism 

4/9 Independent Vietnam I: Dinh Bo Linh and the Peasant 
Heritage 

Assigned Reading: Woodside, Vietnam and the 
Chinese Model, pp.1-59 

4/10 Independent Vietnam II: National Sovereignty and 
Expansion: The Mongols, the Ming, and the Chams 

 

4/11 Profits and Prayers  I: The French Conquest of Vietnam  

4/12 Profits and Prayers II: The Vietnamese Resistance  

4/13 Reading Discussion: Brocheux and Hémery Brocheux and Hémery, Indochina: An Ambiguous 
Colonization, 1858-1954, Introduction, Chapters 1-2, 
pp.1-115 

Week Four: Vietnamese Anti-colonialism 

4/16 Vietnamese Anti-colonialism: Generation of Lasts and 
Firsts 

Portfolio # 1 Due 



4/17 Reading Discussion: Brocheux and Hémery Brocheux and Hémery, Indochina: An Ambiguous 
Colonization, 1858-1954, Chapters 3-5, pp.116-249 

4/18 Vietnamese Anti-colonialism: The Growth of Anti-
Colonial Organizations I 

Midterm Project Assigned 

4/19 Vietnamese Anti-colonialism: The Growth of Anti-
Colonial Organizations II 

 

4/20 No Class  

Week Five: The Japanese Occupation / The August Revolution 

4/23 The Japanese Occupation of Vietnam 1940-1945  

4/24 The August 1945 Revolution in Vietnam  

4/25 Film: Indochine  

4/26 Film: Indochine  

4/27 The August 1945 Revolution in Vietnam Assigned Reading: Short Story: Who Put Out the 
Lights? 

Week Six:  The First Indochina War 

4/30 The French War in Indochina I Midterm Project Due 

5/1 The French War in Indochina II  

5/2 Reading Discussion: Brocheux and Hémery Brocheux and Hémery, Indochina: An Ambiguous 
Colonization, 1858-1954, Chapter 8, pp. 336-374 

5/3 Documentary: Maclear, Vietnam: The Ten Thousand Day 
War: France in Vietnam 

 

5/4 Documentary: Maclear, Vietnam: The Ten Thousand Day 
War: Dien Bien Phu 

Hunt, A Vietnam War Reader, Chapter 2, pp.29-58 

Week Seven: The Second Indochina War 

5/7 The Second Indochina War I  

5/8 The Second Indochina War II  

5/9 Documentary: Burns, 1 "Déjà Vu" (1858 – 1961)   
Reading Discussion: Hunt 

Hunt, A Vietnam War Reader, Chapters 3 and 4, pp.57-
105 

5/10 Documentary: Davis, Hearts and Minds  

5/11 Reading Discussion: Hunt Hunt, A Vietnam War Reader, Chapters 5–7 pp.123-
209 

Week Eight: The Second Indochina War 

5/14 Communism, Confucianism, and Catholicism: Ho Chi 
Minh and Ngo Dinh Diem I 

 

5/15 Reading Discussion, Race Race, War Comes to Long An, Chapters 1-2, pp.1-104 

5/16 Communism, Confucianism, and Catholicism: Ho Chi 
Minh and Ngo Dinh Diem II 

 

5/17 Documentary: Maclear, Vietnam: The Ten Thousand Day 
War: Early Hopes, Assassination 

 

5/18 Reading Discussion, Race Race, War Comes to Long An, Chapters 3-4, pp.105-



209 

Week Nine:  Postwar Vietnam 

5/19 Postwar Vietnam: Economic Recovery and Political 
Redirection 

 

5/20 Revolution in Full Circle? Re-Education Camps and 
Refugees 

 

5/21 Reading Discussion: Duong Duong, Paradise of the Blind [entire book] 

5/22 Revolution in Full Circle? Vietnam Invades Cambodia 
Film: Deacon of Death (Cambodian) 

 

5/23 Revolution in Full Circle? China Invades Vietnam 
Film: The Lives They Left Behind (Chinese) 

Portfolio # 2 Due 

Week Ten: Postwar Vietnam 

5/28 HOLIDAY  

5/29 Vietnam Today Discussion Assigned Reading: Vietnam (World Fact Book) 

5/30 Film  

5/31 Film  

6/1 Final Discussion: 
What Can We Learn From This History? 

 

Comparative Essay Project will be submitted on Finals Day which must be attended. 
 
Course Policies: 

1. Academic Dishonesty: As defined in the CWU Student Conduct Code (11.B) includes both 
cheating and plagiarism. Plagiarism includes but is not limited to: (a) Directly quoting the words 
in any publication without using quotation marks or indented format AND proper footnote style 
to identify the citation. (b) Using altered wording, materials or ideas of others without properly 
identifying their source. If academic dishonesty is confirmed, I reserve the right to issue a failing 
grade for the course. 

2. Students with Disabilities: Students with disabilities who wish to set up academic adjustments in 
this class should send me an electronic copy of their “Academic Adjustments” as soon as possible 
so we can meet to discuss how the approved adjustments will be implemented in this class. 
Students with disabilities without this documentation should contact the Center for Disability 
Services, Boullion 140, DS@cwu.edu or call 509 963-1202 immediately. 

3. Interactivity: All students, during class sessions must turn off and put away their cell phones, and 
must disconnect from the Web for all other media. Other media only may be used for note taking. 
In addition, during class sessions students may not disrupt the class by leaving the room or mak-
ing remarks to other students. It is up to the student to be in class on time and the door will be 
shut at five minutes after the start of each class. The focus and interaction with the instructor and 
fellow students is a key component of this learning experience and will be considered an im-
portant part of the participation grade. 

4. Attendance: Due to the complexity of the history covered in this course and the necessity to un-
derstand this material, attendance also will be considered in the participation grade. More than 
ten absences will automatically result in a failing grade. A Doctor’s note will be necessary for 
medical absences. 



5. Office Hours are FOR Students: Please drop by during office hours, whether you want to ask a 
question or share a conversation about the material or history in general.  If my office hours are 
inconvenient for your schedule, we can schedule an alternative time. 

 
Course Assignments and Grading: 
There are no examinations or quizzes in this course. 
Assignments include: 

 Assignment Percentage of Overall Grade 
Midterm Take-Home Project 20% 
Final Project: Comparative Book Analysis 25% 
Two Portfolio Submissions (each 20%) 40% 
Discussion and Participation 15% 

Late Submission Policy and Helpful Tips 
This is a highly interactive class and both attendance and participation will be considered. Students are 
expected to complete their assignments in a timely manner and computer glitches are not an acceptable 
reason for delayed assignments. The Portfolios are reduced by 10% for each day they are late, up to 50%. 
No late assignment will be accepted after the assignment is graded and returned to the rest of the class, 
unless by my special permission. I will not accept late submissions of either the midterm project or the 
final project. 

 Helpful Tip #1: Always Back Your Work Sessions on an External Flash Drive. That way no matter what 
happens to your hard drive or printer, you always can submit your work in a timely manner. 

 Helpful Tip #2: Consider completing assignments a few days ahead of time. This assures you receive 
full credit for your work, by not experiencing difficulties on the due date. 

 
Portfolio Description and Requirements 
1. The portfolio will consist of two weekly parts: 
Part I—Reading Summary 
• Reading summaries will be done weekly for each reading that will be discussed that week. 
• Each Reading Summary must include three discussion segments: 

1. Two subtopics.  
a. First, identify two subtopics.   
b. Secondly, write a brief statement of the subject matter of each subtopic. Remember to use 

examples from the reading.  
c. Thirdly, create a question that you would ask about in a group discussion for each 

subtopic. 
2. Integration with Primary Course Themes. Link one of the ten primary course themes [PCT], with 

the reading material. Restate the entire theme/questions [not in word count] and discuss details 
from the reading that reflect the ideas raised in the primary course theme. 

3. Application. Using a photo from your own life or a photo of something relevant to you – Tell the 
story of that photo and relate it to the reading material. Remember to be specific about the idea 
or event in the reading material and copy the photo in your Reading Summary. 

• Each word processed, printed summary is to be brought to class on the day of the reading. 
• Each student will bring two copies of their summary and give one to the instructor. 
• Minimal word count for each book reading summary is 300 words, 150 words for assigned readings. 

Reading summaries are in narrative form and will be examined for analytical thought and 
grammar/spelling. 

Part II – Journal Entries 
• There will be at least one journal entry per week of at least 500 words.  Journal entries should 

respond to the lectures, intellectual content of discussions, and make your own observations  about 
issues raised. 



 
2. Enhancing the Experience. You also can use supplementary sources in your portfolio to engage more 
deeply with the course content. You can include photos, other materials such as documents, articles, 
Web resources, and other media. These clips and articles do not count towards the word count. 
 
3. Submission. Your portfolio should be in a paper or slim physical binder, which also can include 
supplementary materials in paper or other media formats. Always include the previous work and 
previous comments for the second portfolio. 
 
4. Grading Criteria for Portfolios 
Portfolios will be graded in two parts for the reading summaries and the journal entries. The narrative 
discussions, evidence, linkage to reading, and analysis are important for both the readings and journals. 
Students always should be concrete in giving examples from reading and outside comparisons and 
provide depth to related problems and issues of the content discussed. Grammar and spelling are graded. 
  

Primary Course Themes 
1. Vietnamese identity. What are the factors that underlie and support a unique Vietnamese identity? 
 
2. Confucian culture. What is the role of Confucian culture in shaping Vietnamese society? Are there 
differences between Chinese and Vietnamese Confucian practice? 
 
3. Morality and leadership. Does morality and leadership play a role in Vietnam’s historical struggles? 
How does it influence followership? 
 
4. Organization and leadership. What distinct factors typify Vietnamese organization and leadership? 
What is the role of political and religious associations? 
 
5. The issues of ideology. What is ideology? Is there a difference between uprisings of superstition and 
those motivated by a coherent revolutionary ideology? How have western ideologies fused with Asian 
philosophies and religions? 
 
6. The issue of imperialism. Vietnam has been both conqueror and the conquered. What historical 
factors have led to both roles? 
 
7. The role of guerrilla warfare. Is guerrilla warfare the only successful form of revolution for the 20th 
and 21st century? 
 
8. Terror and violence. How is terror and violence manifested in Vietnamese history? What are the short 
term and long term consequences? 
 
9. Role of religions. What are the roles of religion in Vietnamese culture, politics, and history such as 
Buddhism, Catholicism, Cao Dai, Hoa Hao, etc.? How have they solaced the Vietnamese people?  
 
10. Revolution, social justice & economic inequality. The idea that the most advanced revolutions have 
occurred in Asia. If so, why? 


